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GO and GIC were first synthesized in 1840s By Schafhaeul using 
natural graphite  

1. Stacked carbon structure 
2. Interlayer spacing widened 
3. Electronic decoupling between 
    2pz orbitals          some 
    times leads even to 
    Superconductivity effects  

Acids/alkali
Metals (K) 

 

1. Stacked carbon structure 
2. Interlayer spacing is 3.354 Å
3. Electronic coupling between 2pz  
    orbitals
4. Excellent thermal and electrical 
    conductor.   
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Exfoliated graphite oxide 

Graphite Intercalation Compounds I: Structure and 
Dynamics (Springer Series in Materials Science)

Chemical reaction 

Oxidation
With an oxidant
Such as KMnO4 and
H2SO4 as an intercalant. 

Oxidation of graphite matrix where
Peripheral carbon atoms at plane edges
And in defects bonded to oxygen containing
groups  
 

Such a process was in the scientific literature 
since 1849- Benjamin Brodie (KClO3).  

1950 – to date- USE THE METHOD developed 
by Hummers and Offman. 

Ultrasound
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Graphite

Next generation 
Electronics. 

> 5 micron> 5 micron

Graphite 
Oxide (GO)

Graphite 
nanoplatelets 

(GNP) 
GrapheneGraphene

Many layers of 
graphene oxide

(1st product)
Research finished 

(2nd product (3rd product
Future !!!)

ReductionReduction

C:O  = 1:3C:O  = 1:3

oxidation

Why GO !! Now ???

http://www.graphene-info.com/hexagonal-arrangement-carbon-atoms-ideal-graphene-sheet
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What is GNP ?

Few LayersFew Layers
Of grapheneOf graphene
(GNP)(GNP)



▸ NGPs provide a wide range of performance characteristics including:NGPs provide a wide range of performance characteristics including:

ConductivityConductivity
▸ The highest thermal conductivity known today (up to ~ 5,300 W/(mK), five times that 

of copper, at a density that is four times lower

▸ Exceptional in-plane electrical conductivity (up to ~ 20,000 S/cm)

▸ StrengthStrength
▸ Fifty times stronger than steel
▸ Ultra-high Young’s modulus (approximately 1,000 GPa) and highest intrinsic strength  

(~ 130 GPa estimated)

▸ Surface AreaSurface Area
▸ High specific surface area (up to ~ 2,675 m2/g) twice that of CNTs

▸ DensityDensity
▸ Low density (2.25 g/cm3)

▸ DimensionsDimensions
▸ Available in a wide range of platelet lengths (typically 1-20 μm) and thicknesses 

(approximately 0.34 nm to 100 nm)

▸ Single layer graphene as thin as 0.34 nm. 
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Aerospace Industry

Automotive Automotive 

Defense Defense 

Energy and Energy and 
TelecommunicationTelecommunication

graphitegraphite  

GNPGNP
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Hydrazine
Hydrate
Reflux for 24 hrs

Graphene



What So Special about Graphene, CNT and GNP ?  
Graphene superlatives  

Extremely simple structureExtremely simple structure
Just simple carbon–carbon atoms Just simple carbon–carbon atoms 

networknetwork

thinnest imaginable material 
Largest surface area (~3000 m2/g
Strongest material ever measured

Stiffest known material (> diamond)
Most stretchable and pliable

Record thermal conductivity (>diamond)
Highest current density at RT 

(million times higher than Cu)
Completely impermeable

Highest intrinsic mobility (100 x Si)
Conducts electricity in the limit of no 

electron 
Lightest charge carriers (zero rest mass)
Longest mean free path at RT(>micron)

Andre GeimAndre Geim,  Graphene research update, July 2011, IOP
London, UK.  
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Flexible membrane-graphene oxide membrane

40 µm
Graphite particles

Thick GO paper
 t >>> 200µm

 t = 0.5 µm

Thin GO paper
t >> 100 µm

oxidation

Self-
assembling 

Unimpeded permeation for water 
Size of a water molecule = 0.278 nm 

Dilution Exfoliation 

Full of nano-capillaries Science, 335, 442, 2012 
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Graphene oxide membrane- Applications 

Artistic view: Water easily evaporates through graphene oxide membranes 
but they represent an impermeable barrier for other molecules. . 

Transparent flexible conductive films

composite and free-standing paper like material

Energy related material

Applications in biology and Medicine-DNA sequencing

Antibacterial material

Surfactant

Research Material

Replace expensive ITOReplace expensive ITO

Distil VodkaDistil Vodka



Some applications of  free-standing 
paper-like materials

1.As protective layers

2.Chemical filters

3.Components of electrical batteries or super-capacitors

4.Adhesive layers

5.Electronic or opto-electronic 
     components and molecular storages

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Maxwell_MC_and_BC_ultracapacitor_cells_and_modules.jpg
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Given all these information 

It is fair to raise fundamental question such as to 
How These Properties of multi-layer Graphene 

Oxide membrane change on 

1.The content of carbon present in the parent 
graphite.

  
2.The crystalinity of the parent graphite.

3.The purity of the parent graphite.

4.The electronic structure of the parent graphite. 
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More importantly

Whether we could use our own raw material, 
vein graphite, to do this ???? To see whether 

it produces the similar materials but with 
different characteristics.  

As the nature of origin of vein graphitevein graphite  is 
different to that in flake graphiteflake graphite. 

ObjectiveObjective is to see whether the properties 
intrinsicintrinsic to vein exists- as a result of its 

distinct nature of origindistinct nature of origin. 
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With less problems, we can prepare GO multilayer 
membrane from vein graphite powder using, for 
example, Hummers method . 

Also we can gather a breadth of information on 
multilayer GO using, for example, XRD, FT-IR, 
SEM, AFM,TGA  and solutions of them using UV-
Visible  and optical microscopy  for its structural, 
optical, topographical and thermal properties.  

Synthesis of GO membrane 
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▸The Job in Hand ? has more 
gravity !! 

▸ Is to “claim”  (register) that your 
materials are “better and marketable” 
than existing materials, internationally. 

 
High-end applications those require 

answers to problems with fundamental 
nature originating from the electronic 
properties of GO – requiring  in depth in depth 
(finer) information (finer) information of your samples.
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▸ X-ray (tunable) absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to investigate 
the electronic properties of GO-Synchrotron Radiation. 

▸ Core level photoemission spectroscopy
▸  (sp2  and sp3  carbon, oxygen functional groups, atomic 

vacancies, C:O ratio, degree of oxidation etc. by using BE of  C 
1s)

▸ BE is a unique character for an orbital- resolve features lying 
< 100 meV resolution.  

▸ NEXAFS-distribution of the density of states in unoccupied 
orbitals, above Fermi energy, of GO and vein graphite, the 
orientation of graphite planes, the purity of the samples, and 
the relative size of the planer ring system etc.     

Electronic properties (finer details) of GO Electronic properties (finer details) of GO 



What is Synchrotron Radiation ?What is Synchrotron Radiation ?
A synchrotron is a huge scientific 
machine designed to produce very 
intense beams of x-rays  and 
ultraviolet light. 

*This “synchrotron light” can 
penetrate deep inside matter and 
allows scientists to investigate the 
world around us at the scale of at the scale of 
atoms and molecules-atoms and molecules-

-Excellent tool for nanoscience -Excellent tool for nanoscience 
and nanotechnology.   and nanotechnology.   

However physicists study things However physicists study things 
even beyond nanotechnology even beyond nanotechnology 
using  SR. using  SR. 

ELETTRA Synchrotron, Trieste

ICTP-ELETTRA Users Program, ICTP-ELETTRA Users Program, www.elettra.trieste.itwww.elettra.trieste.it
 

http://www.elettra.trieste.it/
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The equation which describes photoemission process
EB  =  hν –EK-W (Einstein equation)
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The Origin of NEXAFS spectra-information on 
electronic structure
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Zhan, D, Carbon 49, 2011, 1362 and Kim, Zhan, D, Carbon 49, 2011, 1362 and Kim, 
S, Nature Materials, May 2012 DOI:10.1038S, Nature Materials, May 2012 DOI:10.1038

Core level spectroscopy (May 2012)Core level spectroscopy (May 2012)
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NEXAFSNEXAFS

http://skullsinthestars.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/ehwave.jpg
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Angular dependence of the spectra
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C 1s and NEXAFS on Vein GO membrane following thermal annealing at each C 1s and NEXAFS on Vein GO membrane following thermal annealing at each 
step step 



Vein graphite seems to be more chemically stable than 
other forms of graphite (core level spectra) 

Vein graphite has higher number of sheets per crystallite 
(XRD) and chemical oxidation breaks this higher order into 
smaller crystallites and introduce oxygen functionalities 
which make the basal plane of graphite hydrophilic (core 
level and FT-IR spectra). 

Vein graphite has the highest cohesive energy than any other 
natural graphite (in plane and out-of plane) 8 meV-200 meV. 
 

The electronic structure of vein graphite is similar to that of 
man-made HOPG and it differs from flake graphite, 
especially in the higher photon energy range where the 
distribution of density of states of in the unoccupied 
orbitals lie-

Company Confidential27
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